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Next Week
• Final project presentations

• 21 groups
• Class next week: 12:30-2:25 in Wege
• Monday: Feel free to bring lunch
• Thur: I’ll buy pizza, but bring your own drinks
• ~8 min per group (enforced)!
• Vote for favorite project, nominate winner for Ward prize
• Share slides with me by noon (ideally earlier)

• Invited to stick around and see Graphics demos at 2:35



Presentations

• Intro: What did you do?
• Background: What problem are you solving?
• Design: What is the design of your system?

• Implementation: How did you implement it?
• Status update/demo/etc
• Conclusion: What’s left?  



Final Project Groups
Monday

1. Ashton and Dylan

2. Emma C, Ben W, Gregor

3. Petros

4. Whit

5. Atlas 
6. Meredith and Emily

7. Nathan

8. Sophie, Jules, Emma N

9. Tai, Enoch, and Gerardo

10. Danny

Thursday
1. Roxanne

2. Ben S and Benjamin S

3. Mark and David

4. Ruby and Levi

5. Sabiha
6. Ye

7. Brian and Victor

8. Yousef

9. Bri and Zach

10. Will
11. Jason

Any problems?



Last Class

• Learned about distributed hash tables (DHTs)
• How do you find a given data item in a P2P system?
• DHTs offer one possible solution

• Looked at Chord as a case study



Today

• Discuss Bitcoin and Blockchains
• Course wrapup and evals



Point of Confusion:
Blockchains vs Bitcoin

“To understand the power of blockchain systems, and the 
things they can do, it is important to distinguish between three 
things that are commonly muddled up, namely the bitcoin 
currency, the specific blockchain that underpins it and the idea 
of blockchains in general.”

The Trust Machine, THE ECONOMIST, 
Oct. 31, 2015

The original paper actually proposed both ideas!  Separated 
data storage from cryptocurrency later.



Bitcoin

• “What is needed is an electronic payment system 
based on cryptographic proof instead of trust, 
allowing any two willing parties to transact 
directly with each other without the need for a 
trusted third party.” 

Satoshi Nakamoto – October 31st, 2008



Why Bitcoin?  All About Trust

• Problem with current payment system
• Reversible: bank can reverse your payment

• Need trust from third party, e.g., trust the bank to not 
reverse your transaction

• Introduce additional cost

• From a systems perspective, it’s better to build a 
non-reversible payment system first
• Can build reversible system on top of it



Design Intuition

• Run a consensus protocol for a consistent 
view of payment history
• We know how to build distributed consensus 

protocols
• The protocol guarantees the irreversibility
• Anyone can participate
• As long as a majority of servers/peers are 

cooperative, the system is “safe”



Distributed Payment Layer

• A stateful layer: state transition has constraints
• After a payment, the total sum of balance is 

unchanged



Transaction Log

• Instead of directly storing key-value pairs as in 
a DHT, we store a list of transactions: 
(id_src, id_dst, amount)
• This means id_src sent id_dst amount of BTC
• We can construct the balance by iterating along 

the list



Problem: Proof of Transaction

• Users need to prove they actually made the 
transaction
• Bitcoin uses Cryptography Signature for proof
• Alice signs the transaction before she shows the 

transaction to others
• Can use public key cryptography to generate 

signatures on messages



Combine Signature with Transaction

• Can use public keys as identifiers
• Each entry becomes: 
(pk_src, pk_dst, amount, sig_src)

• Is this good enough?



How to Build Consensus?
• No! Any entity can insert/delete transactions
• Suppose Alice only has 1 BTC, she may be able to 

spend it several times
• Alice pays Bob 1 BTC, and receives the product from Bob
• Later this transaction is deleted, so Alice has 1 BTC again
• And Alice still keeps the product

• This is called the double spending problem
• To solve this: use Cryptography Hash to make the 

transactions append only
• Takes message m of arbitrary length and produces fixed-

size (short) number H(m)



• Block contains hash of previous block
• Hash chain creates “tamper-evident” log of txns
• Security based on collision-resistance of hash function

• Given m and h = hash(m), difficult to find m’ such that h = 
hash(m’) and m != m’

• Hard to cheat due to amount of work required for 
Proof of Work (incentivize correct behavior)

Blockchain: Append Only Hash Chain



Blockchains in a Nutshell

• A blockchain is a decentralized, distributed 
ledger of different kinds of transactions in a 
P2P network

• Put simply, they are a “distributed ledger 
technology”

• Data cannot be altered without the consensus 
of the whole network (all participants)



Blockchains in a Nutshell

• The structure of blockchain technology is 
represented by a list of “blocks” with 
transactions in a particular order

• Two vital data elements used in a blockchain:
• Pointer (hash function)
• Linked lists (list of chained blocks)



So Are We Done?

• No!  We still have a problem with forking 
• Unanimous consensus is not achieved



Key Idea: Proof of Work

• Generating a new block requires computation
• Cooperative nodes always accept longest chain

• Creating fork requires rate of malicious or 
uncooperative work >> correct work

• Also prevents Sybil attacks



Use Hashing to Determine Work!

• Recall hash functions are one-way/collision 
resistant
• Hard to find an m, given H(m)

• But what about finding partial collisions?
• m whose hash has most significant bit = 0?

• m whose hash has most significant bit = 00?
• Assuming output is randomly distributed, complexity 

grows exponentially with # bits to match



Bitcoin Proof of Work

• Find nonce such that 

hash (nonce || prev_hash || block data) < target

i.e., hash has certain number of leading 0’s

• What about changes in total system hashing rate?
• Target is recalculated every 2 weeks
• Goal: one new block every 10 minutes



Why Consume All This Energy?

• Creating a new block creates bitcoin!
• Initially 50 BTC, decreases over time
• New bitcoin assigned to party named in new block
• Called “mining” as you search for gold/coins



Incentivizing Correct Behavior

• Race to find nonce and claim block reward, at 
which time race starts again for next block

• Correct behavior is to accept longest chain
• So miners incentivized only to work on longest 

chain; otherwise solution is not accepted
• Remember blocks on other forks still “create” 

bitcoin, but only matters if chain is in collective 
conscious (majority)



https://mlsdev.com/blog/156-how-to-build-your-own-blockchain-architecture

https://mlsdev.com/blog/156-how-to-build-your-own-blockchain-architecture


Image source: https://www.weusecoins.com/images/bitcoin-transaction-life-cycle-high-resolution.png



Ethereum
• Many other blockchain-based cryptocurrencies exist
• Ethereum was proposed in late 2013 by Vitalik Buterin

(cryptocurrency researcher and programmer)
• Online crowdsale during summer 2014
• Bitcoin on steroids!
• “A blockchain is a magic computer that anyone can upload 

programs to and leave the programs to self-execute, where the 
current and all previous states of every program are always 
publicly visible, and which carries a very strong crypto-
economically secured guarantee that programs running on the 
chain will continue to execute in exactly the way that the 
blockchain protocol specifies.” – Vitalik Buterin



Blockchains and are very popular!

• Blockchains are used for more than just 
cryptocurrencies

• Being used to implement Twitter alternative
• But my personal opinion is that they are a 

little overrated (from a systems design 
perspective they are not that novel)

• Check out the video by James Mickens (from 
Harvard) on blockchains 

• He is hilarious and very entertaining!



Moving on…



CS339 Wrapup
• “This course studies the key design principles of distributed 

systems, which are collections of independent networked 
computers that function as single coherent systems.”

• “Covered topics include communication protocols, processes 
and threads, naming, synchronization, consistency and 
replication, fault tolerance, and security.” 

• “Students also examine some specific real-world distributed 
systems case studies, ranging from the Internet to file 
systems.”

• “The goals of this course are to understand how large-scale 
computational systems are built, and to provide students with 
the tools necessary to evaluate new technologies after the 
course ends.”

• “HAVE FUN!!!!!!”



Research Papers

• End-to-end Arguments in System Design
• Lessons from Giant-Scale Internet Services
• Reliability and security in the CoDeeN content distribution 

network
• Manageability, Availability and Performance in Porcupine: a Highly 

Scalable, Cluster-Based Mail Service
• MapReduce: Simplified Data Processing on Large Clusters
• Bigtable: A Distributed Storage System for Structured Data
• Click Trajectories: End-to-End Analysis of the Spam Value Chain
• Chord: A Scalable Peer-to-Peer Lookup Protocol for Internet 

Applications



New Technologies

• Network/Socket programming (in C!)
• XML-RPC (in Python and Java and others)
• Basic SQL queries/updates

• Hadoop
• Microsoft Azure
• P2P designs

• …
• “Journey” was just as important as the final 

destination!



Distributed System Architectures

• Client-server
• Simple webserver in C

• Multi-tier client-server
• Bookstore (XML-RPC + DB)

• Cluster computing (parallel processing)
• Contextual Advertising using Hadoop

• P2P/dist games/dist messaging/etc
• Final projects – I’m looking forward to seeing 

your presentations!



Other Useful Skills

• You should now understand the importance 
of careful system design
• What matters for your target application?
• Performance, scalability, fault tolerance, etc.

• You should also be able to critically evaluate 
other systems

• You should be able to evaluate and write 
about your own work



Take-Away Messages

• There is no “one size fits all” solution to 
distributed system design.

• It’s all about the tradeoffs!
• A distributed system can always be improved, 

updated, enhanced, etc.
• Start simple.  Only add complexity if it’s truly 

needed.



THANK YOU!
Thanks for your patience and perseverance!

And thank you Jae for being awesome!

Congratulations, seniors!  You’re almost there!


